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It’s practically magic,

and it’s called a greeting card.

And whether it’s tucked into an 

envelope or sent across the virtual miles,

it connects one person to another —

briefly and solidly — for a single, auth-

entic moment when the words are read

and when one voice represents two hearts,

and there’s nothing else in between.

One hundred years ago, one

consumer had just such a moment in

mind — so she purchased a card from

an enterprising young man working out

of a horse-drawn cart. That man was

Jacob Sapirstein, and the cart became a

worldwide creative corporation known

as American Greetings.

For 100 years, American Greetings

has been in business helping people con-

nect with people through something as

simple and perfect as a greeting card.

This publication celebrates that success.

Divided into historical decades begin-

ning with our corporate history in 1906,

we see how a social expressions company

has mirrored the course of human

events — and how a greeting card both

represents and touches a world in constant

transition, one person at a time.

That’s all it takes...

to kindle a friendship between two people who 

shared the exit row on a commuter plane, to comfort a

neighbor when her child drives off to college 

for the first time, or for a husband to remind his wife

that she means everything to him — 

even when the kids are crying and the car won’t start.
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Jacob Sapirstein
Founder, American Greetings



1906-1915

Your life is a journey with dreams to pursue,

Discovering what really matters to you.

For dreams are the voice of your wisdom within

That whispers the way on each path you begin.

So whether you dream of true love or success,

Of knowledge, or sharing the gifts you possess,

Believe in your hopes, for as strange as it seems

Your heart will find home if you follow your dreams.

Birthday card for a sister, American Greetings

°e person who makes a success of living is the one 
who sees his goal steadily and aims for it unswervingly.

Cecil B. DeMille
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Little did anyone know that the 
industry, invention, and success of a 

single generation would change the way 
we live our lives for the next century.

After the Gay Nineties, Victorians sought order and etiquette, opening the way 
for a small paper card with more formally written messages — the greeting card.

A ball, signifying the new year, dropped from a tower in Times Square for the first time.

Jacob Sapirstein began a small business peddling postcards from a horse-drawn cart
that would, 100 years later, become the two-billion-dollar enterprise.

The automobile entered mass

production, Einstein developed the

theory of relativity, and the zipper was

invented. From transportation to

science to the way we button up our

pants, the success of this decade

triggered events that would change the

way we live through the next century.

But with change comes risk — and the

beginning of the 20th century also

brought the first war to impact an entire

globe and the sinking of the Titanic —

somber reminders that science and new

technology can fail us. A Victorian

generation of temperance with strict

rules of etiquette and moral behavior

was, perhaps, society’s way to somehow

control this era of great risk and change.

Men and women socialized in separate

parlors; dating was chaperoned, and

communication was polite and carefully

positioned — the perfect time for the

emergence of the greeting card and a

more formal way to communicate with

each other. In 1906, Jacob Sapirstein, a

young Polish immigrant, bought elegant

postcards from Germany and sold them

from a horse-drawn carriage to local

merchants in Cleveland. His new

business, the Sapirstein Greeting Card

Company, employed his children, sons

Irving, Morris, and Harry and daughter

Bernice, who diligently stuffed postcards

into envelopes in their home. This

modest business would become a two-

billion-dollar enterprise… 

American Greetings.
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1916-1925

Favorite memories,

fun and laughter,

simple joys of living —

May all these fill

your home with warmth,

your heart

with true Thanksgiving.

Thanksgiving Day card, American Greetings

A DAY WITHOUT LAUGHTER

IS A DAY WASTED.

Charlie Chaplin
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Bootleg liquor,
the Charleston,

and soaring stocks…
such was the 
recipe for good times.

The formalism of the Victorian era heralded a tradition of sending greeting cards — 
a tradition that would last for a century and beyond. 

Annual revenue of The Sapirstein Greeting Card Company, American Greetings predecessor,
totaled $11,500. Jacob Sapirstein took home his first annual salary: $1,000.

F. Scott Fitzgerald captured the spirit of the Jazz Age with his impactful novels.

It was a home run of a decade as

Babe Ruth chased a national baseball

record, personal incomes flourished,

flappers danced the night away, and

George Gershwin struck up the band!

King Tut’s tomb was opened — 

a symbol of the riches that would be

realized during the Roaring Twenties,

when the stock market soared and a

new elite class of businessmen

emerged in Great Gatsby-esque style.

Despite the best efforts by prohibi-

tionists to promote sobriety and

clean living, illegal stashes of alcohol

kept flowing, and the parties 

continued into the wee hours 

as ladies in short, sequined dresses

and bobbed hairdos danced to 

the Charleston with their favorite

beaus — perhaps in celebration of

their newly established right to vote.

Meanwhile, American Greetings

predecessor, The Sapirstein Greeting

Card Company, cashed in on good

times by making its first big sale to

the local landmark of fun and sun-

shine, Euclid Beach Amusement

Park, which bought $24,000 worth of

postcards — equivalent to about

$240,000 in sales today.



1926-1935

Life is a journey 

of sweetness and sorrow,

Of yesterday’s memories,

and hopes for tomorrow,

Of pathways we choose,

and detours we face,

With patience and humor,

courage, and grace,

Of joys that we’ve shared 

and of people we’ve met

Who have touched us in ways 

we will never forget.

Sympathy card, American Greetings

When you get to the end of your rope, tie a knot and hang on. 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
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The fun ended as a nation went from riches

and ragtime to soup lines and sorrow. 

What happened? The stock market crashed, millions

lost everything they owned, and a

global depression began. High-spirited

flappers and free-spending moguls

went to bed after a night of frivolity

and woke up to a sober morning of

unemployment and uncertainty. As a

totalitarian regime began to take hold

in Europe, many looked to heroes to

save them. In England there was

Churchill, and in the U.S., the inspira-

tional Franklin Delano Roosevelt was

elected; a red, white, and blue cartoon

Superman was created, and the radio

news anchor was born — keeping a

nation tuned into a world in the grips

of a second war to end all wars. As

Benny Goodman and comics Laurel

and Hardy tried to keep people dis-

tracted and entertained, The Sapirstein

Greeting Card Company offered inex-

pensive and lighthearted greeting

cards, which people could share in lieu

of gifts. With World War II rampaging

in Europe, Jacob Sapirstein could no

longer rely on importing cards and

established his own manufacturing

plant. For the first time, his greeting

card company created its own cards,

delivering to a public that was eager to

smile and forget about hard times.

Through the Great Depression, Jacob Sapirstein and his small staff worked hard 
to deliver inexpensive greeting cards to lift the spirits of an ailing nation.

The five artists working at Sapirstein’s during that time wore smocks 
over suits and ties while they painted.

Charles Lindberg flew across the Atlantic; penicillin was discovered, 
and atomic theory was developed.

With a war brewing in Europe, The Sapirstein Greeting Card Company could no longer
rely on importing postcards from Germany and established its first manufacturing plant.
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Danger – if you meet it promptly and without flinching – 

you will reduce it by half. Never run away from anything.

Never! 

Winston Churchill

Dear Son

I’m looking back through the years

on the wishes I’ve made for you

from the very beginning…

special wishes that you’ll know

the happiness of being yourself

and following your own path…

wishes for the strength 

to live wisely,

love generously,

and laugh often.

And when I think about

the special person you are

and the fine man you’ve become,

I know that these wishes –

and more –

have all come true.

Birthday card to a son, American Greetings

1936-1945
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Six artists and one writer at The Sapirstein Greeting Card Company created patriotic greeting
cards to help families express love and support for those fighting in Europe and Asia.

Greeting cards were two for a nickel.

During World War II, people were separated from their families and used greeting cards
to help express their feelings and stay in touch with loved ones.

In patriotic spirit, The Sapirstein Greeting Card Company changed its name to
American Greetings. The Sapirsteins changed their family name, which translated 
to “sapphire stone,” to Stone.

A war raged and families watched 

as their sons and daughters, husbands

and wives headed out to save the world.

A propaganda film called Triumph

of the Will sent shudders down every-

one’s spine as they heard the film’s

imperialistic messages of Nazism and

saw resolute German soldiers goose-

stepping down grand boulevards of

Berlin. It was a time for all Americans

to band together with their European

allies to fight for global freedom. A

wartime economy lifted a nation out

of the Great Depression, as mothers

and wives filled the empty chairs of

factories and offices while their sons

and husbands went to war. After a

hard day’s work, Americans rushed

home to sit in front of their radios in

what would become its golden age.

Eloquent Edward R. Murrow gave

daily accounts of “London After

Dark” and monitored the progress of

American troops. Even as a devastat-

ing Dust Bowl swept over the Great

Plains, it was a time of great patriot-

ism and strength for America. The

Sapirstein Greeting Card Company

championed this pride of a nation by

changing its name to American

Greetings. The company created red,

white, and blue greeting cards with

inspirational verses to help a nation 

at home keep in touch with its loved

ones fighting for freedom on two 

different fronts.
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1946-1955

When we fell in love,

it was just you and me… 

and the open road.

And even though things are different now,

I’m still excited by the journey we’re taking together,

because as long as I’m with you,

I know I’m someplace wonderful.

Valentine’s Day card, American Greetings

The best thing to hold onto 
in life is each other.

Audrey Hepburn



Everyone watched “I Love Lucy.”

Three-bedroom bungalows with white picket fences were quickly built in suburbs 
across America for returning GIs and their new wives.

The war ended; spirits were high, and

returning GIs married and moved to

the suburbs to live a wonderful life in

Capra-esque style. Optimism and a

need for housing and automobiles

fueled what would become an explosive

economy and a boom of babies.

The middle class was born, and global

and social concerns took a back seat as

new families became distracted by

materialism, were mesmerized by the

first color television sets, and bit into

their first McDonald’s hamburgers. The

immensely popular television 

show “I Love Lucy” reflected both 

the conservatism and good humor 

of the decade with the comic misadven-

tures of a housewife getting into playful

mischief to the chagrin of her husband.

American Greetings responded to 

this optimism with cheerful greeting

cards featuring suburban scenes,

loving couples, smiling children, and

playful pets.

A writer at American Greetings made $200 a month and could get a frankfurter, 
a piece of cherry pie, and a soda at the local Howard Johnson’s for less than $1.

American Greetings responded to a nation of happy families with cards featuring 
children, kittens, and cheerful domestic scenes, with good wishes and birthday greetings.
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1956-1965

I believe more in the scissors 

than I do in the pencil.

Truman Capote

Though time

can change

so many things,

I know this to be true —

Time will never

ever change

the love I feel for you.

Romantic birthday card, American Greetings
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So much for a quiet life in suburbia —

against a background of McCarthyism,

the awesome technology of the space race,

and looming threat of nuclear warfare,

those who didn’t fit the Ward and June

Cleaver image became restless and vocal.

This decade saw a new generation both

rejecting a white male-dominated society

and challenging traditional societal roles.

While the status quo swooned at the fairy-

tale presidency of John F. Kennedy and his

well-heeled wife, Jackie, a militant

Malcolm X fueled the fire of African-

American discontent, and outspoken

women’s rights activists demanded gender

equality. A once-conservative suburban

America was being challenged by the overt

sexuality of Elvis Presley, the counter-

culture writings of beatniks, and the

inspirational messages of Martin Luther

King. Smack in the middle of this decade,

Irving Stone became President of

American Greetings as its artists and 

writers, sympathetic to the counter-

culture generation, created an entirely new

kind of greeting card called “Hi Brows.”

Its sarcastic name, quirky illustrations 

and cartoons, and irreverent humor rec-

ognized that June Cleaver wasn’t the only

one shopping for greeting cards — 

and that the world as we knew it 

was changing.

Like Elvis Presley’s gyrating hips, Hi Brows’ sardonic name, quirky illustrations, and 
irreverent humor shook up a once-conservative nation.

American Greetings answered the call of urban beatniks and their counter-culture 
movement with a new kind of greeting card — Hi Brows.

Jacob Sapirstein became Chairman of the Board, as Irving Stone, Jacob’s son, 
became president of American Greetings.

June Cleaver quickly discovered

that the house with the white

picket fence had some major

structural damage.

The shirt-and-tie sensibility of the American Greetings Creative Studio dissipated as
artists and writers expressed themselves with more trendy or casual office attire.
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1966-1975

Everything is clearer when you’re in love.

John Lennon

Hold you, squeeze you,

kiss you, tease you.

Charm you, lavish you,

pamper you, please you.

Need you, want you, love you…

…just you.

Wedding card from husband, American Greetings
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For young men and women 

throughout the country, love was 

the answer to a war in Vietnam,

race riots at home, and the 

threat of nuclear winter.

American Greetings launched a new card line called “Soft Touch.” These popular cards appealed
to the introspective yet outspoken new generation of peace-lovers and change-agents.

In the name of world peace and free love, students protested the Vietnam War 
while hippies flocked to Woodstock.

Phenomenally successful Holly Hobbie was introduced and became the most
sought-after female license.

“Love is all you need…” – As the

Beatles rocked the world with messages

of love, hippies set the stage for what

would become the “Me Decade” of the

70s, where self-realization and the pur-

suit of individual happiness motivated

young men and women to flaunt sexu-

ality, question a war in Vietnam, and

rebel against a conservative hierarchy

that, with the touch of a button, could

destroy a world. Cashing in on a nation

conflicted, Hollywood captured the

clash between young and old, progres-

sive and traditional, with its television

show, “All in the Family” and the seem-

ingly endless conflict between Archie

Bunker and Meathead as they argued

about equal rights, the environment,

communism, and gender roles. The

decade of the 70s and the influence of

the hippie movement, with its new 

values of sexual and personal freedom,

alternative forms of spirituality, and

suspicion of authority would dramati-

cally influence generations to come.

At American Greetings, the debut of

Holly Hobbie was the perfect compro-

mise between two conflicting cultures.

A loving and gentle little girl with a

flower in her hand and a nostalgic

appearance appealed to both hippies

and housewives — and became one of

the most sought-after female licensed

characters in the world.
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Dad,

You have everything

a kid could ask for

in a father.

Except maybe wealth,

power, fame, and a

beach house in Malibu!

Father’s Day card, American Greetings

Though I am grateful for the blessings 

of wealth, it hasn’t changed who I am. 

My feet are still on the ground. 

I’m just wearing better shoes.

Oprah Winfrey

1976-1985
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Hippies became yuppies, 

liberals became conservatives,

and a nation became wealthy

on stocks that soared from

mergers and acquisitions.

Compact disks were first marketed.

Two new powerhouse licenses, Strawberry Shortcake and Care Bears,
sold more than $2 billion combined during their first five years on the market.

The first space shuttle, “Columbia ,” was launched in 1981.

In the 80’s spirit of mergers and acquisitions, American Greetings expanded by 
purchasing Rust Craft, Plus Mark, Celebration Arts, and Drawing Board.

We were “living in a material world” as

our quest for money became synonymous

with the pursuit of happiness, and our

disposable incomes tripled with stocks

and bonds soaring from mergers and

acquisitions. High-end shopping malls

tempted a nation eager to luxuriate in

Gloria Vanderbilt jeans, cappuccino makers,

and showerheads with seven settings. A

big-haired and broad-shouldered 

Joan Collins from “Dynasty” symbolized a

more powerful and ubiquitous woman in

the workforce — a woman whose “have it

all” mantra showed her desire to succeed.

Meanwhile, the country moved from a

manufacturing economy to a digital 

powerhouse with a new thing called the

personal computer, and “video killed 

the radio star” as college campuses began

installing a new kind of media — music

television. MTV debuted a little-known

singer named Madonna, who went from

middle-class to mega-millionaire on pure

ambition and a talent for a new kind 

of creative business…marketing. Irving

Stone was elected Chairman of the Board

and Chief Executive Officer in 1978, his

son-in-law, Morry Weiss, was selected as

President and Chief Operating Officer,

and American Greetings quickly learned

the power of its own creative marketing,

launching Strawberry Shortcake and 

Care Bears, whose messages of love 

and friendship had ironic appeal to a

nation becoming seduced by 

Gordon Gekko ethics. Both product

debuts caused near-riots by adoring 

fans at local shopping malls.



1986-1995
I am not under any orders to 

make the world a better place.

From the movie, “Reality Bites”

You took a dream

and made it reality!

I took some bread

and made a sandwich.

We’re both winners!

Congratulations card, American Greetings
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As if to mourn a second major stock

market crash, basic black became

the new fashion trend for a nation

of Generation X’ers, who spent 

their days in coffee shops looking

through the want ads.

The stock market crashed on Black

Monday, and humbled yuppies shed

their shoulder pads and designer jeans

for basic black — perhaps a symbolic

mourning or rejection of the Eighties’

excess. “Thirty-Something” premiered

and became top-rated television,

depicting the angst of a generation

recovering from valueless stocks and

starving from nouvelle cuisine.

Meanwhile, overeducated and disen-

franchised Generation X’ers graduated

to jobs at fast-food restaurants. A little

Seattle company called Starbucks

became a national phenomenon, and

the coffeehouse joined the shopping

mall as a new social gathering place.

Alternative rock replaced techno

music, alternative lifestyles came out of

the closet, and alternative greeting

cards became the success story at

American Greetings. Morry Weiss

became President and CEO of

American Greetings in 1987 and then

was  appointed Chairman of the com-

pany as Irving Stone became Founder-

Chairman in 1992. Meanwhile, two

card programs that were marketed as

an “alternative” to more conventional

greeting cards gained immediate and

lasting popularity — Marketplace and

Coffeehouse. Marketplace showcased

edgy and socially relevant humor to

reach a new, more cynical audience.

Coffeehouse presented a more conver-

sational sensibility to match the

thoughtful exchanges between two

people sharing a cup of joe downtown.

Meanwhile, in an executive office of

American Greetings world headquarters,

someone boldly introduced the idea of

selling cards online.

A coffee company called Starbucks became a nationwide phenomenon.

Fax machines entered the business world.

At the age of 101, American Greetings founder Jacob Sapirstein saw his 
company sell more than $1 billion in social expression products in 1986.

Two “alternative” card programs emerged: Marketplace, speaking to a new, more cynical
generation, and Coffeehouse, reacting to a burgeoning coffee culture.
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My fellow Americans,

we’re at war, the price of gas

continues to rise, and Social Security

will run out in a few years.

But, don’t worry – I do have 

some good news…

…I saved a bunch of money 

on my car insurance!

Topical card, American Greetings

1996-2005

Adventure without risk is Disneyland. 

Douglas Coupland
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Gibson Greetings joined American Greetings as the company began offering more on-trend 
product for style-savvy but budget-conscious Americans shopping at mega-discount stores.

With terrorism hitting American

shores, a nation felt more 

vulnerable than ever as “nesting” 

and a more proactive religious 

movement emerged in an effort to

achieve security and 

reconcile an unsafe world.

Terrorists toppled two great towers, cor-

porate layoffs soared to record levels after an

unexpected dot-com crash, and a tidal wave

destroyed a nation. For the first time since

the global tensions of the Cold War, people

everywhere felt vulnerable. Anti-depressants

became commonplace, and collective couch

talk changed from “Who am I?” to “Why are

we here?” as a new generation tried to figure

out how to appreciate life in an insecure

world. Families rushed back to religious

services, the word “nesting” hit the headlines,

and ubiquitous discount retailers cashed in

by offering home goods for a nation on a

budget. Meanwhile, family values took center

stage in a presidential election, religions

became more fundamental, and the country

once again became divided by color — this

time “red” for conservatives and “blue” for

liberals. Zev Weiss became CEO, and Jeffrey

Weiss became President and Chief Operating

Officer, both sons of Chairman Morry Weiss,

as American Greetings met the angst of the

aughts with a “wildly” successful line called

“Twisted Whiskers.” This photo-morphing

card line featured cats, dogs, and wild 

animals with oversized eyes and smiles,

fulfilling a nation’s exaggerated need for both

affection and fun. With more families back

in church, a new, more contemporary line 

of religious cards was introduced, called

“Christian Pathways.” At the same time,

successful relaunches of Strawberry

Shortcake and Care Bears reinforced

America’s new thirst for family-oriented

products. In addition, American Greetings,

recognizing an emerging fashion-forward

sensibility, successfully introduced trend-

savvy cards, such as “Simply Fabulous,”

for mass retailers.

43

The immensely successful relaunch of Strawberry Shortcake and Care Bears reinforced 
America’s return home to family values and traditional ethics.

American Greetings launched its own internet business, AG.com, while also acquiring 
BlueMountain.com and Egreetings in an effort to offer a wide range of electronic greetings 
for its customers. 
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2006 & Beyond

Happy Birthday

to a CD-mixing

PC-fixing

movie-going

cell phone-glowing

high score-beating

fast food-eating

all-around great brother.

Brother birthday card, American Greetings

Never run in the rain 

with your socks on.

Green Day
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The Earth and even the stars fall 

into our laps as we sit comfortably in 

our living rooms, viewing a world both

wondrous and worrisome via cable lines

and high-speed internet connections.

Microwaves aren’t fast enough;

teenagers are corresponding with

acronyms, and Google becomes a verb.

The world is now fast and furious, and

how we cope and communicate has

reflected a need for both security and

speed. Images from Mars and a difficult

war in Iraq appears before us as we sit

comfortably in our living rooms, view-

ing a world both wondrous and worri-

some via cable lines and high-speed

internet connections. In this global

technocracy where two people from two

different countries can fall in love in a

chat room and a mother can watch her

granddaughter wave to her over a web

cam, American Greetings century-old

vision to help people express themselves

and make meaningful connections

becomes more important than ever.

American Greetings fastest-growing

division, AGInteractive, hosts 2.5 mil-

lion subscribers who are sending elec-

tronic greeting cards across the world

while over 200 million cell phone users

and instant-messengers share 30-second

sentiments of love, friendship, and fun.

Meanwhile, American Greetings sells

more than one billion greeting cards

worldwide as it embraces the more 

distinct personalities and outlooks of

today’s woman by introducing lifestyle-

focused greeting cards and specialty

products that create a more authentic,

more personal, and more identifiable

experience for the consumer.American Greetings embraces the virtual world via the internet and cell phones with fun,
new interactive and performance-oriented products.

The world population reaches 6.5 billion, and the online population hits one billion active users.

American Greetings recognizes the distinct personalities and outlooks of our society with lifestyle-
focused greeting cards and specialties product. 



World Headquarters
Cleveland, Ohio

Trademarks and copyrights The following are trademarks of American Greetings Corporation and its subsidiaries: American Greetings with 
rose design®, Rose logo®, Twisted Whiskers™, BlueMountain®, E-Greetings®, Simply Fabulous™, Hi Brows™, Soft Touch®, Marketplace®, Coffeehouse™,
Christian Pathways™, ©2006 AGC, Inc.

Strawberry Shortcake®, Care Bears®, Holly Hobbie®, ©2006 Those Characters From Cleveland, Inc. Excerpts and verse from greeting cards are 
protected under copyright by AGC, Inc.
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